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Mola Abul Fazal Al-Abbassws’s  Hazari 
 
First one should perform gusal1 and put on clean and tahir (Pak) clothes and start 
preparing  sweet with ablution/Wazu (i.e., halwa either  made up of Semolina or chana 
lentils,  also cook some other food, i.e., qorma or qoftey or qeema together with some 
parathey (fried-chapati) but there is no fix number of Chapati or dishes but the main 
element is respect (as much as one can observe, i.e, to remain with Wazu all the time, 
bare footed, listening to Aza/Nohay).  Also most of time, some relative and guests are 
invited to assist one in preparing Hazari and/or to come later on when its ready. After 
Hazari is ready, one should offer 'khas niaz' by taking small portions of what has been 
prepared, on a separate clean table, the amount which you would be able to eat. (e.g., 
Take out some halwa in a bowl and qorma in a plate and 2 or 5 parathey,place a glass of 
water and a glass of any fruit juice and light an agarbate 'incense stick' and then cover all 
portion under a clean sheet. After this hold a short Majlis with matam, recite Mola Ghazi 
Abbas sws's masaib, Bibi Sakina sws's noha.  Then stand up (if not already) and recite 
Salawat for 5 times and sura Fateha once sura Ikhlas 3 times and sura Qadar once and 5 
times Salawat.   It is recommend to keep hands open while reciting the Salawat (i.e. when 
making a prayer). Followed by Ziyarat-e-masomeensws, Mola Ghazi Abbassws, Bibi 
Sakinasws. After this remove cloth from the 'Khas Niaz' portion, many momaneen have 
seen the acceptance sign on Halwa (depending on one's intensions), usually right hand 
thumb sign, but there are also sometimes other signs as well. If one does not get the 
'acceptance sign' or cannot notice it, then may  try Hazari again some other time and 
hopefully will notice 'acceptance sign', inshaAllah, through blessings of Mola Ghazi 
Abbassws.  
  
Precautions: All family including children are better to join in during the recitation but 
'na-Mehram' male/female should not mix,  and preferably khas niaz should be eaten by 
children and momaneen. The other larger portions may be shared by everyone. It is also 
customary to eat Hazari within home and not to take away.  Extreme care should be taken 
in preparation, every utensils you use in preparation should be pak including pots, pans, 
plates and of course the place where you will be cooking.  
 
We hope, we have included all details, please let us know, via email if you find any 
ambiguity. Please remember us in your prayers.  

 

                                                 
1 Take a bath 


